St. John Lutheran School
5-6-7-8th Grades Supply List

Notebooks:
 2 each of these colors: red, blue, yellow, green (math, word study, history, science)
 1 purple (religion);
 2 composition notebooks—different covers (reading and writing journals)
 1-choice—to use for math notes (students who still have their steno from last year may use it)
Folders:
 1 folder to match each notebook (red, blue, yellow, green, purple; 2 of your choice for reading and
writing) Please, keep in mind that the cheaper the folder, the sooner it will need to be replaced.
Binders (2):
 1 ½ inch (for assignment notebook/take-home);
 1 ½ to 2 inch for in-class learning guides
 One set binder dividers
Pencils (please sharpen before bringing to school):
 Mechanical pencils are acceptable; provide 3-4 with extra lead, please;
 20 -- #2 pencils (10 if sending mechanical)
 One set of 12-24 colored pencils
Pens/Markers:
 4-5 blue or black
 4-5 red
 Expo—markers 4-5, any color
 4 highlighters in different colors
 2 fine point black Sharpies
 1 ultra-fine point black Sharpie
 One set of colored, washable markers (thin)
OTHER SUPPLIES
Scissors:
 1 pair large or kid-sized—whichever your child prefers
Post-it Notes:
 Four 3” X 3” pads, colors of your choice
Erasers:
 One pink eraser OR one “Hi-Polymer” Eraser ( Pentel -- white—erases easier and better)
 Pencil-top erasers
 White board eraser or an old clean white sock
Ruler:  One with both inches and centimeters/millimeters
Crayons: We don’t use often, but sometimes in art or poster assignments
 Box of 24 or more
Pencil Sharpener:  one small hand-held, non-electric, with a cover to hold shavings
Clipboard:
 One–wood or plastic large enough to hold 8½” X 11” paper
Gym Shoes:
 1 pair to be kept at school/OR/be sure to wear white-soled gym shoes on gym day
Copier Paper:  2 reams per family
Pencil/supply box:
 One plastic with lid—6 quart or shoebox sized – no bigger than 5” tall and 12” long
 If students want a small pencil case for their desk, they may bring one; not necessary
Clean-up wipes:  2 large containers of Clorox wipes or generic
Kleenix:  3 boxes per family
Any supplies left over from previous school year may be reused, if in good shape.
Supplies may need to be replaced during the year.
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